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Abstract 
In scanning electron acoustic microscopy (SEAM) 
until now the signal generation is expla ine d 
mainly by an intermediate production of thermal 
waves. Though this so-called thermal wave ap-
proach has proven to give realistic results for 
metals, from experimental evidence it seems to 
fail for other material groups such as ceramics, 
dielectrics, piezoelectrics and semiconductors. 
As these material groups are of major technologi-
cal importance, it is necessary to develop theo -
ries which help interpreting those SEAM micro-
graphs obtained for these types of material. 
In a comparative manner three different mod-
els are discussed in this paper, the well known 
thermal coupling, the piezoelectric coupling and 
the excess carrier coupling. The relevant parame-
ter s for the signal formation are determined and 
the contrasts achieved in electron acoustic mi-
crographs explained by means of these models. The 
experimental evidence jiscussed for all impor-
tant material groups supports the three models 
significantly, and the results obtained can be 
interpreted quantitative ly in terms of material 
properties and primary electron beam parameters. 
KEY WORDS: Scanning electron acoustic micro-
scopy, nonlinear signals, thermal wave, thermal 
coupling , piezoelectric coupling, excess carrier 
coupling, ceramics, dielectrics, piezoelectrics, 
semiconductors. 
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Introducti on 
In scanning electron acoustic microscopy (SEAM) 
/3,4, 10-13/ a primary electron beam of a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), periodically modulated 
in its intensity is used to generate acoustic 
waves within the specimen region close to the 
beam entry point. As the modulation frequencies 
used until now in experiments are fairly low, at 
the most up to severa l MHz, the resulting acous-
tic wavelengths are in the order of mm or even 
longer /17/ . Therefore, besides very crude speci -
men conditions, the propagation properties of the 
electron acoustic signal can be neglected, and 
only the generation of the acoustic signal itself 
plays a role in the formation of SEAM image con-
trast . 
Thus the sound generation mechanism is the 
key to the understanding of SEAM micrographs . Up 
to now one possible mechanism has been discussed 
in detail, which is referred to as the thermal 
wave approach /18/. This is an intermediate pro-
duction of thermal waves due to the energy dissi-
pation of the primary electrons and a subsequent 
transposition of these thermal waves into ela stic 
waves via the thermal expansion coefficient. 
Though this approach undoubtedly gives a correct 
description for many materials, for instance for 
many metals, it seems to fail - at least from ex-
perimental evidence /4/ - for many other solids 
of important interest such as ceramics, dielec-
trics, piezoelectrics and semiconductors. Fur-
thermore, one has to consider that the deposition 
of the primary electron energy within the probed 
specimen region occurs in a very inhomogeneous 
manner /2/ and that, especially close to the cen-
ter of the energy dissipation volume, there are 
regions of extremely high energy dissipation den-
sity. Due to these strong excitations, generation 
of nonlinear effects may occur /5,8/, as observed 
experimentally for most materials, which means a 
generation of harmonic, especially second harmon-
ic signals. By means of these nonlinear sig nals, 
an even more sensit i ve evaluation of many materi-
al parameters can be observed with an even higher 
spatia l resolution. 
In the following an attempt i s undertaken to 
interpret the experimental data obta ined for dif-
ferent types of materials. Three different mod-
els, one being the known thermal wave approach, 
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are introduced and discussed in a similar and 
comparative manner in order to understand the 
SEAM micrographs gained for the corresponding 
materials. 
The three stated mechanisms - thermal, piezo-
electric and excess carrier coupling - are then 
corroborated experimentally for specific types of 
materials, where these sound generation processes 







List of symbols 
temperature induced strain 
coordinate normal to specimen surface 
particle displacement 
thermal expansion coefficient 
temperature rise above a starting 
temperature To 
temperature induced stress 
elastic modulus 
mechanically created stress 
material density 
longitudinal sound velocity 




thermal diffusion length 
modulation frequency 
thickness of the specimen 
total excess concentration 
concentration of absorbed electrons 
concentrati on of generated electrons 
concentration of generated holes 
generation rate of excess carriers 
lifetime of electrons 
lifetime of holes 
electric space charge density 
quantum of electronic charge 
electric field 
permittivity of vacuum 
elastic stiffness constant 
total strain 
piezoelectric stress constant 
free energy per volume unit 
entropy per volume unit 
chemical potential per volume unit 
charge displacement 
total permittivity 
free energy per unit volume without 
applied electric field 
constant 
General experimental conditions 
The experimental arrangements described until 
now are very similar to each other /3,10,12/. The 
authors of this paper optimized the amplification 
of the acoustic signal by means of very versatile 
signal proces sing /3/. Both l ock-i n amplifiers 
and boxcar averagers are used to analyse the gen-
erated SEAM signal, thus allowing phase monitor-
ing and determination of the actual temporal re-
sponse of the acoustic wave. Fig. 1 gives a com-
prehensive block diagram of the set-up, which can 
be used for periodic, i.e. square wave operation 
and for detection at different harmonics. 
There was no need for a special specimen 
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preparation. Only the InP sample had been coated 
with a 30nm thick gold layer in order to prevent 
charging. The typical beam c¥rrents at the speci-
men ranged between about 10- A and 10-8 A for 
all measurements . 
Models for generating sound by means of electron 
beams 
The sound generation mechanism has previously 
been explained by means of a conversion of ape-
riodic heat distribution into elastic waves due 
to the thermal expansion coefficient /17,18/. 
Though this so-called thermal wave approach is 
certainly one important mechanism, there is sig-
nificant evidence from the author's experimental 
results, gained for a large variety of different 
material groups, that this thermal coupling proc-
ess is not the only possible mechanism. Further-
more, it sometimes becomes negligible compared to 
other mechanisms involved. Two other important 
sound generation mechanisms are piezoelectric 
coupling in any piezoelectric material and excess 
carrier coupling in any semiconductor. These two 
material groups are very important in today·s 
technology . 
This section will give a presentation of the 
three coupling mechanisms mentioned in a compara-
tive manner, pointing out the simi laritie s and 
the differences of the three models. Therefore it 
is divided int o three sect ions of identical 
structure, in which the model i s introduced and 
experimental evidence in support of the model is 
presented. 
Although the models are only treated one-di-
mensionally in order to allow a comparative dis-
cussion of all three mechanisms, they show those 
principal differences of the various coupling 
processes which actually are measured by the ex-
periment . 
For the following calculations some simplify-
ing assumption s are made: 
( i ) isotropic medium, 
( ii) semiinfinite solid state (in positive z-
direction), 
(iii) homogeneously distributed beam energy at 
spec imen surface, 
iv) homogeneous energy dissipation at specimen 
surface, and 
v) uniform energy dissipation at specimen 
surface. 
Thermal coupling 
This mechanism takes into account a sound 
generation by electron beams due to heat produc-
tion and thus an intermediate generation of ther-
mal waves. Though this model was already treated 
more sophisticatedly (see for instance /13/), it is 
presented here in a comparative manner to the two 
other coupling mechanisms. 
Model: In order to calculate the amplitude 
of the sound waves the temperature distribution 
in an elastic medium caused by the electron im-
pact has to be eval uated. 
The periodic temperature variation due to the 
modulated primary electron beam current I(t) is 
converted into stress waves via the thermal ex-
pansion of the material. The amplitude of these 
waves is dependent on the elastic status of the 
SEAM Signa l Generation 
spec imen surface /22,23/. 
Due to ass umpt i ons (i) and (i ii) - (v) only 
l ongitud inal modes are consi dered. For the in-
duced st r ain s1 one gets : 
sr = [aui~, t) ) = aT(z , t) 
wi th u(z,t) z-component of partic l e 
di spl acement, 
a l inear thermal expansion 
coeffic i ent , 
( 1) 
T(z,t) temperature variation starting from 
an i ni tial temperature T0 , 
t t ime . 
Due to uniformi ty in t he x- and y-direct i ons, 
other components vani sh. The resu l ti ng s t ress a 1 
is: 
(2) 
with Eel : el astic modul us. 
This stress is completed by the mechanical ly 
created stress oM: 
( 3) 
with Per : mater i al density, 
v l ongit udi nal sound vel ocity. 
The tota l stress a i s given by: 
a= Pcrv2 sM - Ee1aT(z,t) ( 4) 
From this the equation of motion for a parti -
cle in this region is given by: 
a2 u 2 a 2 u ~ aT(z,t) 
W = v az"2" - Per az ( 5 ) 
with u(z,t) not only being the l ocal particle 
disp l acement, but also the measured acoustic 
quantity, too, when z is set to the thickness d 
of the specimen. The meaning of this final equa-
tion, which describes the sound generat i on proc -
ess in general , is schematically sketched in fig. 
2. 
To a first approximation the temperature dis -
tribution T(z , t) directly corresponds with the 
primary electron energy dissipation, not taking 
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i nto account the energy dependence of di ff erent 
energy l oss cross sect i ons such as X- ray emiss i on 
or Auger e l ect ron product i on. Therefore a numeri-
cal solu t i on of eq. 5 can only be gained by pre-
cise knowl edge of those energy di ss i patio n proc-
esses l eadi ng to heat production . If the density 
of energy dissipa t ion bei ng tra nsferred int o heat 
is not too high, a separate sol ution of the heat 
conduct i on equat i on from the solut i on of eq . 5 i s 
poss i ble. 
For high energy diss i patio n dens i ty, as is 
the case cl ose to the center of the energy di ssi -
pation volume, both differentia l equat i ons have 
to be sol ved t ogether . In addit ion the t emperat ure 
dependence of the expansion coeff i ci ent has to be 
considered. Both corrections may lead to t he gen-
erat ion of hi gher harmoni c s i gnal s. 
As the temperature distr i bution T(z , t) de-
pends on the thermal conductiv i ty Kand the spe-
cific heat Cth of the specimen,too, the result ing 
thermal di ffusion l ength (i.e., within a lie - de-
cay of the temperature occurs) can be expressed 
by: d = [ 2 K l l / 2 
T wpcrcth (5) 
with w being the frequency of electron beam modu-
lation. In three dimensions this quantity ex-
presses approximately a sphere with rad i us dT, in 
which generat i on of acoustic s i gnal s takes pace 
due to the conversio n of ther mal i nto e l astic 
waves. Thus the spatia l reso l ution atta i ned by 
SEAM due to thermal coupl i ng shoul d show a w-1/2_ 
dependence for the l inear images. 
For the thermal coupl ing it is worthwhile to 
mention that (compare eq. 5) the energy dissipa-
tion density is important for the quantity of the 
term ar/az and not the totally absorbed energy. 
Therefore changing primary electron beam parame-
te rs without varying the density of dissipation 
should not affect the acoustic signa l amplitude, 
as,for instance,lowering the primary energy 
shoul d not lead to a decreasing signal, as the 
penetration depth of primary electrons becomes 
small er for lower energies. 
Fina l ly, in semiconduct i ng materia l a treat -
ment of thermal coupl ing, as usual ly done, is not 
allowed, because the heat production is not only 
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Fig. 2: Parameters importa nt for t hermal coupl ing 
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due to primary electron energy di ss ipation but 
also to excess carrier recombination. Therefore 
the heat production itself cannot be treated as 
being instantaneous any longer /20/. This assump-
tion is not exact for the direct heating through 
the electron beam irradiation either, yet the 
time scale in which the heating occurs in this 
case is much smaller compared to the lifetime s of 
the generated excess carriers 
Primary electrons 2f,for example,30keV typi-
cally produce about 10 electron-hole-pairs with-
in the dissipation volume per one single primary 
electron. This enormous number of excess carriers 
undergoes a diffusion process first before recom-
bining. As this diffusion is relatively slow, as 
there is a delay for the recombinat ion ,and as 
the recombination process itself produces heat by 
means of nonradiative recombinations, a strong 
contribution of this mechanism to heat production 
is present, but with a different temporal behav-
iour than the direct heat production by primary 
electrons. Therefore, even if thermal coupling in 
a semiconductor would contribute to the SEAM sig-
nal, this signal generation would be strongly af-
fected by the properties of the excess carrier s 
such as diffusion length and carrier lifetime . 
Furthermore, the spatial resolution should 
increase with the order of harmonic signals used, 
as it should be possible to generate these sig-
nals only in regions of extremely high energy 
density and thus close to the center of the ener-
gy dissipation volume. Moreover, the w-l/2_de-
pendence should not show up in the same manner as 
for linear signals, at lea st not in the frequency 
range used up to now. 
Experimental evidence: Thermal coupling is 
certain ly dominant for most metals. In these 
cases there is experimental evidence which di-
rectly backs the thermal wave approach . 
The dependence of the spatia l resolution on 
the modulation frequency in the linear mode is 
perfect ly met for a large frequency range from 
about 50Hz up to more than 20MHz /6/, about s ix 
orders of magnitude in frequency. 
There is no significant change of signal lev-
el for properly adjusted operating conditions 
when changing the primary electron energy. Though 
the actual power deposition is lowered by the re-
duced high voltage of the cathode, the penetra-
tion of the primary electron beam into the mate-
rial diminishes si multaneously. Therefore the 
power dissipation density - to a first crude ap-
proximation - remains constant, at least it does 
not decrease. Fig. 3 shows two SEAM micrographs 
of a Cu-Zn-Al-alloy taken with primary energies 
of 25keV (beam 7urrent l .3xlo- 7A) and lOkeV (beam current l.5x10- A) with about identical signal 
level. This corroborates the dependence of u(d, t) 
on the power density rather than the total power 
/6/ . 
In the same manner operation at higher har-
monics in the nonlinear modes should be weighted 
more closely to regions of high energy dissipa-
tion densit y. As this dissipation function i s in-
homogeneous, this effect would consequently lead 
to a higher spatial resolution in harmonics. As 
the generation rate of such nonlinear signals for 
usual measuring conditions is low and as the sig-
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nal itself i s weak, one could explain why not all 
specimen features can be recovered in the nonlin-
ear images. However the stro ng contrast and the 
resolution limit in the nonlinear mode of the or-
der of better than lµm for metals even for low 
modul ation frequencies and thus far beyond the 
linear SEAM image resolution under identical op-
eration conditions /8/ stand opposite to such a 
mechanism. 
Therefore it is more likely that specific 
nonlinear mechanisms (such as e.g. the proposed 
hysteretic, periodic shr inkage and growth of mar-
tensites in Cu-Zn-Al: D. G. Davies, from his Ph.D. 
Thesis, Cambridge Univ., U.K., Personal communi-
cation) cause a generation of nonlinear signals 
in metals. 
Piezoelectric coupling 
This mechanism involves the sound production 
due to piezoelectricity within the material and 
an inhomogeneous electric field at the beam entry 
point. 
Model: A primary electron beam generally 
produces an inhomogeneous excess charge within 
the dissipation volume in nonmetallic materials. 
This excess concentration n can be caused by two 
different mechanisms: 
- local distribution of absorbed electrons (na), 
and 
- generation of electron-ho l e-pairs (ne,n ). 
As for most piezoe l ectric materials the e9ectron-
ic band gap is not much larger than in semicon-
ductors (barium titanate and zinc oxide have band 
gaps of about equal value) and as many semic on-
ductors have an additional piezoelectric behav-
iour, the second mechanism is treated in the cal-
culation only because of it s major technical im-
portance. Neverthele ss the results obtained just 
with absorbed electrons give the same principal 
results. 
The generated excess carrier concentrations 
ne,np are given by: 
( 7) 
with g(~) generation rate of excess carriers 
(depending on material properties, 
beam parameters and distance to the 
beam entry point /24/), 
Te lifetime of electrons 
T : lifetime of holes. 
The exgess carriers diffuse away from their loca-
tion of generation due to the concentration gra-
dient . Caused by different lifetimes /4/ a space 
charge region is created /2/. This space charge 
p(~) can be expressed by: 
p(~) = -q{ne(~) - np(~)} = -qg(~){Te - Tp) (8) 
with q as the quantum of electronic charge. 
The charge distribution creates an electric field 
I(~) / 9/ : 
1 III r - r' 3 -
I(~) = 4nE p(~) Ir - r 13 d ~ (9) 
o V - -
when Eo is the permittivity of vacuum. 
The electric field stresses the lattice in a 
piezoelectric medium. One-dimensionally /16/ the 
resulting stra in i s: 
SEAM Signal Generation 
a = cs - eE 
with c elastic stiffness constant, 
s strain and 
e piezoelectric stress constant. 
(10) 
The equation of motion is again given by: 
( 11) 
By expressing the particle displacement 
u(z,t) by strain and electric field, one gets: 
a2u 1 ( as aE) 
af2" = Per C az - e az 
and with the strains expressed by: 
au s az 






This equation has the same form as eq. 5 for 
the thermal coupling. The parameters important 
for acoustic signal generation for piezoelectric 
coupling are sketched in fig. 4. 



















From this easy model one can realize already 
that for this coupling mechanism the energy dis-
sipation density is the important quantity, as 
the variation of the el ectric fie l d strength is 
directly dependent upon the concentration of ex-
cess charge density. Whereas this dependence on 
the dissipation density is similar in thermal 
coupling, in piezoelectric coupling no pronounced 
frequency dependence of the spatial resolution 
should occur in the frequency range under present 
investigation. The maximum volume being responsi-
ble for the sound generation should be the prima-
ry energy dissipation volume slightly enlarged by 
the carrier diffusion length, which in most cases 
is in the order of 1 ... 5µm and thus somewhat 
smaller than the typical diameter of the dissipa-
tion volume for most piezoelectric materials (as-
suming 30keV primary energy) . 
As the piezoelectric coupling is a linear ef-
fect, it has to be expected that a change of 
electric polarities changes the sign of the gen-
erated acoustic amplitude, too, which necessarily 
causes a phase shift of 180° of the acoustic 
wave. 
The above calculations are only valid for low 
energy densities . Again close to the center of 
the dissipation there may be dissipation densi-
ties, which can cause nonlinear effects. The spa-
tial resolution for nonlinear signals should in-
crease again, but not in the same order of magni-
tude as for metals, as here the carrier diffusion 
becomes the limiting factor. However, it seems 
more likely that for this generation mechanism, 
only specific nonlinear mechanisms beside s piezo-
electric coupling would contribute strong nonlin-
earities to the electron acoustic signal, too. 
Experimental evidence 
If piezoelectric coupling is dominant (or at 
least play s an important role in the acoustic 
s ignal generation), there should be no frequency 
dependence of the spatial resolution in the same 
order of magnitude as for thermal coupling. 
Therefore the spatial resolution should be in the 
order of the resolution for secondary electron 
images. This could be realized for any piezoelec-
tric material examined by the authors . Further-
more, a change of magnitude or direction of the 
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Fig. 4: Parameters important for piezoelectric 
coupling 
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piezoelectric stress moduli should be revealed by 
a corresponding contrast in the SEAM image. Fig. 
5 is such a linear SEAM micrograph of a polished, 
nearly perfect barium titanate single crystal of 
homogeneous properties (barium titanate is 
st rongly piezoelectric: O.ZC/m2) with a tetrago-
nal symmetry. The only structures to be seen -
besides some specimen damage in the bottom left 
corner - are ferroelectric domains arranged in a 
regular manner, which could be imaged also by the 
voltage contrast method. 
Both the possibility of detecting those do-
mains, as can be shown for barium titanate ceram-
ics, too (compare fig. 6), and the apparent high 
spatial resolution of better than lµm do not al -
low the application of the thermal coupling model 
for this material, but can be interpreted well by 
piezoelectric coupling. 
In the case of a strong piezoelectric cou-
pling mainly a linear dependence of the signal on 
the electric field induced by the primary elec -
tron beam and therefore only linear SEAM images 
should be detectable with reasonable signal lev-
els, which is the case for the experiments car-
ried out unti 1 now. 
Changing electric polarities changes the sign 
of the acoustic s ignal, as already stated in t he 
theoretical part of this sectio n. In indium phos-
phide ( InP: 0.04C/m2 / 1/) this statement could be 
proven precisely, as the phase of the acoustic 
wave switches at any pn-junction by 180° due to 
the sign inver sio n in the p-region with respect 
to then-region. This sign inver sion occurs at 
the precise position of the pn-junction /3/ (com-
pare the following discussion of the InP results 
in the section on excess carrier coupling). 
In indium phosphide as a piezoelectric semi-
conductor the sound generation is due to both 
piezoelectric and excess carrier coupling. Once a 
sound wave is produced within this material, it 
simultane ously generates an alternating electric 
field due to it s piezoelectric properties. This 
field then over laps the other electric fields in 
a semiconductor such as the field of the pene-
trating electron beam and of locally existing 
fields of pn-junctions. Especially the coupling 
between these junction fields and the high fre-
quency crystal fields lead s to polarity effects, 
and, if tuned to high enough frequencies, to lo-
cal amplification of the acoustic signal (fig. 
7). This amplification should be polarity depend-
ent, as piezoelectric coupling is linear and 
hence, if the electron beam scans from p- ton-
regions should give a reversed sign of signal 
as compared to the beam scanning from n- top- /3/. 
This is demonstrated in fig. 8a. Additionally, in 
this material anytime electrostriction is present, 
and as the piezoelectricity in InP i s not too pro-
nounced, a detection of second harmonic signals 
is possible /3/. The nonlinear mode theref ore 
should lead to the same resonances at the pn-
junct~ons, but wi thout a sign inversion due to 
the E -dependence of electrostriction. This -
within the limi ts of experimental quality - can 
be recognized in fig. 8b taken with identical 
parameters as the linear image of fig . 8a . 
In any case such a polarity dependence of 
SEAM images - both for amplitude and phase behav-
38 
i our - is unexplainable by means of thermal cou-
pling. Again here a spatial resolution i s gained 
which is better than should be expected by ther-
mal coupling. Changing from linear to nonlinear 
images does not give such significant changes in 
resolution as possible in metals, which is in co-
incidence with the lack of an intermediate ther-
mal wave region. 
Excess carrier coupling 
This coupling considers sound generation 
through excess carr ier generation via the defor-
mation dependent tensor of permittivity. 
Model: As the primary electrons produce an 
electric field within the dissipation volume, as 
already treated in the previous section, there 
occurs a change of the free energy per volume 
unit within a dielectric medium. This free energy 
change is given, as is well known by thermodynam-
ics, by /15/: 
1 dF = -SdT + r,;dpcr + 4TI EdD 
free energy per volume unit, 












1 dF = -SdT + r,;dpcr - 4TI DdE 
( 16) 
( 17) 
Integration of this equation for a nonpyro-
and nonpiez oelectric material yields: 
f = F0 - L €E2 (18) 8TI 
with D=d. 
For small values of strain: 
s = ~ az (19) 
the deformation dependent permittivity of the ma-
terial becomes: 
€ = € 0 + as (20) 
with a=const.. 
For an isothermal variation of the thermody-
namical state (dT=O) one gets for a small var ia-
tion of F /15/: 
of= - ~TI DoE +~:OS ( 21) 
According to / 15/ the stress tensor can be 
written as: 
a= f + [~~)T,E +~TIED 
and with the expression already given for F: 
a= ao + ~TI (€0 - a) E2 
(22) 
(23) 
and thus the final equation: 
a2 u _ 2 a2u ~ aE2 (z,t) 
W - v az7 + 8nPcr az 
R\ n-region 





1--- -- '-------+----- f-f - ~-x 
A(2f) 
___ ___j_ ~-x 
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(24) 
Material properties and beam parameters being 
importa nt for excess carrier coupling are sche-
matically shown in fig. 9. 
Though of the same structure as the preceding 
eq. 5 and eq. 14 an important difference has to 
be noticed to thermal and piezoelectric coupling, 
whi ch is that this excess carrier coupl ing in 
Fig. 5: Ferro-electric 
domains visible by 





Fig. 6: Grain and 
domain structure in 





Fig. 8: Electron 
acoustic response of 
pn junctions in InP. 
Information: Axsin 
(0) with A amplitude 
and 0 relative phase 
position of acoustic 
wave with respect to 
modulating waveform 
(compare /3/); modula-
tion frequency: 10MHz; 
primary electron 
energy: 5keV; a) 
linear image; b) 
nonlinear second har-
monic image; 8, 
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prin cip le occurs nonlin ~ar ly due to a dependence 
of the generation on aE ;az. Therefore int erpre -
tation of second harmonic SEAM images in non-
piezoelectric semiconductors should be optimum in 
terms of semiconductor properties. 
In spite of the square dependence on the 
ele ctr i c field a similar behaviour of excess car-
rier couplin g as for piezoelectric coupling has 
to be expected, that means a comparable spatia l 
resolution, as a simil ar sound generation volume 
has to be considered (pr imary electron energy 
dissipation enlarged by excess carrier diffu-
s i on) . There should be no signif i cant change of 
spat ial resolution with modulation frequency li ke 
in metals for the frequency range used up to now. 
And again the density of di ss ipati on is important 
and not the t ota lly deposited energy. 
Experiment al evidence: If excess carrier 
coupling occurs, any process which i s involved in 
the production of exces s carriers should show the 
same spatia l reso luti on and shoul d be a competi-
tive s ignal generat i on· mechanism to SEAM. This i s 
in excellent agreement wi th the experiments, as 
the resolutions gained by SEAM, electron beam in-
duced curr ent (EBIC) and cathodolumine scence (CL) 
obta ined for the same spec imens are identical to 
each other. This state ment holds both for si li con 
/19/ and compound semi conductors (Lohner t K.: 
private communi cat i on). Especially di slo cat i on 
lines have shown the same resolution in CL and 
SEAM /3/. As this corre l at i on of spatia l reso lu -
tion occurred in every reported experiment (for InP 
/3/, GaAs /19/, si li con devices /4/ and polycrys-
ta llin e si li con /19/), it is very unlike ly that 
thermal properties can explain this coin cidence 
between the three s ignals of SEAM, EBIC and CL. 
If excess carrier coupling is important, any 
locally exi sting electric field must diminish the 
SEAM amplitude, as within this materia l region 
the generated excess carriers are separated by 
the ele ctric fie ld and thus contr ibu te to an in-
terna l, quite often non-detectable EBIC genera-
tion (es pecia ll y for polycrystalline material). 
Thus the SEAM micrograph should reveal re-
gions of such existing f i eld s lik e at any pn-
junction or si mil ar electric barrier, for in-
stance at boundaries of grains of different 
doping l evels. Already potential barriers of a-
bout O.leV are stro ng enough to give a satisfac-
tory separation of excess carr i ers and a pro-
nounced internal EBIC generation /2/ . Thi s phe-
nomenon i s proven by the examination of InP de-
vi ce structu res, where there i s a mismatch of the 
actual doping structure with the SEAM results by 
just the order of a minorit y carrier diffu sio n 
length, which i s in agreement with the model of 
excess carrier coupling . That means that the SEAM 
amplitude rolls off in the same manner as a no-
ticeable internal EBIC s ignal comes up (as is 
well known f or p-n junctions). This statement 
holds true only for lower frequencies for InP, at 
higher f requencie s a coupling with t he alternat-
ing field of the acoustic wave occur s (compar e 
previous sect i on on piezoelectric coupling). The 
l ow frequency s ignal situat ion for this type of 
piezoelectric and semiconduct ing material i s 
sketche d in the diagram of fig. 10 /3/. 
I t should be note d that the phase var i at i on 
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of SEAM gives direct ly the doping prof il e, where-
as the amplitud e s i gnal s are affect ed by the ex-
i st ing electric fields of different frequencies 
in th i s material. 
Fig. 11 is a compari son between a SEAM image 
of InP devi ce str uct ure alr eady taken with a mod-
ulation frequency of severa l MHz and the second-
ary electron image , which directly correlates to 
the actua l doping struct ure fconcentrations -
doped: 1018cm-3, undoped: 10 bcm-3). One eas il y 
can see the mismatch of about 8µm, whi ch is twice 
the approximate value for the minority diffusion 
l ength in this material (Schmitt R.: private 
communi cat i ons) and which cl ear ly reveals the ex-
i stence of the electric field aro und the junc-
tion, as this mismatch can be traced at any l oca-
tion with in this micrograph . 
In non-piezoelectric materials li ke si li con 
the nonlinear signals at the second harmonic 
should be present even for low excitation condi-
tions, whi ch could be shown for polycrystalline 
si li con / 5/. Furt hermore, it should give a con-
trast with explainable s tructures, whereas the 
lin ear image should be a mixture of other sig-
nals, too, l ike some contribution from thermal 
coupl i ng. Fig . 12 shows a section of this mate-
rial, in which the actua l grain boundary shows up 
black, that means that there is no SEAM sig nal . 
This is in coincidence with the discussion in the 
prev i ous paragraph, as there i s typically an 
el ectr i c barrier present at t he boundary due to 
different doping le vel s /2 1/, caus ing a creat i on 
of internal EBIC signa l s which are in compet i tion 
with SEAM. 
The neighbouring whit e regions on both sides 
of the grain boundary are very typical for this 
material and are due to regions of strongly de-
creased carbon and oxygen content, so-ca ll ed 
'de nuded zones· /2 1/. 
Carbon and oxygen do not change the el ectron-
ic propert i es of si li con to a first approach, but 
similar to carbon in stee l they change the stiff-
ness of the material . As excess carrier coupling 
occurs, the driving force due to the ele ctron 
beam impact remains constant, whereas due t o the 
l ower stiffness of the material in the denuded 
zones compared to the grain volume the resulting 
particle displacement and thus the SEAM signal 
are increased. These results are backed by etch-
ing tech ni ques revealing reg ions of changed car-
bon and oxygen content . 
Again variation of the operation frequency up 
to several MHz does not show a pronounced change 
in the obta ine d spatia l reso luti on. Furthermore, 
the SEAM resolution in si li con, both obtaine d by 
the authors and others / 19/, are much better than 
those value s predicted from thermal wave theory . 
Whereas already for lOOkHz operat i on values of 
better than lµm are typical, the theoretical val-
ue for even 1MHz operat i on i s only 5µm /19/. To 
support this, in InP even reso lution value s of a-
bout 0.2µm are recorde d for lOOkHz opera ti on /3/. 
Conclus i ons 
In this paper three different models for the 
generation of acoustic sig nal s are discu ssed in 
compari son to show that depending on the material 
SEAM Signal Generation 
properties different proces ses become dominant. 
All three models, though treated very simply and 
one-dimensio nal ly give a f i rst and, as shown by 
the di scussed experiments, reasonable description 
of the physical processes involved . For the mate-
rials discussed a dominance of one coupling mech-
anism was gi ven (with the except i on of InP, where 
two processes have to be considered ) . For arbi-
trary materials, however, an experimental proce-
dure is not yet developed, which would al low a 
definite determination of the relative stre ngth s 
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Furthermore, due to the complexity involved 
in solving the theoretical treatment, only one-
dimensional calcu l at ions are carr i ed out, which 
necessarily have to be extended into a three - di-
mensional treatment. This certainly gives a more 
realistic result and it will reveal other depend-
ences of SEAM on material properties, such as 
shown already for the thermal coupling /13,14/. 
There a three-dimensiona l treatment enables the 
introduction of e l astic properties in the SEAM 
image formation in addition to the thermal para-
meters. 
The or igin of the nonlinearities due to other 
effects than mentioned, as e .g. hysteretic ef -
fects of the material itself, is not treated at 
all. Finally, it should be emphasized that the 
coupling mechanisms mentioned are not the only 
ones possible. Evidence .for this is the fact that 
it is easily possible by SEAM to detect ferromag-
netic domains, an effect which might be due to 
Fig. 11: Comparison of 
actua l doping profile 
with SEAM micrograph 
a) secondary and 
backscattered electron 
image; b) linear SEAM 
micrograph taken at a 
modul ation frequency 
of 5.6MHz; dark 
regions undoped; 
information Axsin (0). 
Fig. 12: Polycrysta-
lline solar silicon; 
a) secondary and back-
scattered electron 
micrograph; b) second 
harmonic SEAM amplitud e 
micrograph; primary 
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some kind of magnetic coupling /7/ . 
Therefore this paper can only be understood 
as a start into a more detailed and careful ana-
lysis of all physical processes contributing to 
the generation of SEAM signals. A task, which ne-
cessarily has to be done in order to optimize the 
operation parameters of this technique, its ap-
plicability and last but not l east the possibili-
ty to interpret the micrographs obtained for the 
different types of materials and devices. 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
W.L. Holstein: Do you observe vibrational pat-
terns for those specimens where the generation of 
the acoustic force has been attributed to "piezo-
electric coupling" and "excess carrier coupling" 
similar to those that you /4/ and others /12, 13, 
14/ have reported when acoustic force generation 
occurs through "thermal coupling"? 
Authors: Up to now it has not been possible to 
detect any structures that could be identified 
with vibrational patterns in those materials, 
where the generation of acoustic signals is at-
tributed to piezoelectric or excess carrier cou-
pling. 
W.L. Holstein: In the derivation of equation (3) 
for "excess carrier coupling", you assume that 
temperature is constant. However, the periodic 
e le ctron beam results in lar ge periodic tempera-
ture variations. What effect do these temperature 
variations have on the derivation and applicat ion 
of eq. (3)? 
Authors: Both the incident primary el ectrons and 
the generated excess carriers lead to a heat pro-
SEAM Signal Generat ion 
duction in the generation volume of the acoust ic 
sig nal and thus to a spat ial as well as a tempo-
ra l temperature variation. If this dependence 
would be considered, too, the variation of the 
free energy would result in an additi onal term in 
the calculated stress depending on T. A quantita-
tive evaluation for a speci al type of material at 
th i s time cannot be given, however, the in tention 
of this paper is only to show the principal 
applicability of physical mechanisms other than 
thermal coupling to the generation of e l ectron a-
coustic s ignal s in material s impor ta nt in today's 
techno logy. Furthermore, the experiments have 
shown that a qualitative interpretation of t he 
measurements can well be done wit hout considering 
th i s effect. 
W.L. Holstein : Isn't the char ge build-u p from 
secondary electron emission much greater than 
that from carr ie r diffusion with in the specimen? 
Authors: Disregarding a specia l material one 
can say in general that for normal incidence 
(which i s the usual case for the measurements) 
the number of secondary electrons is in the same 
order of magnitude as the number of primary elect-
rons whereas a s ingle primary electron will gen-
erate up to 104 excess carriers (at 30keV). Even 
if the li fetimes of electrons and hol es are only 
slight ly different the resulting fie l d should be 
stro nger than that due to secondary electrons. 
Nevertheless, the genera t i on mechanism via piezo-
electr i c coupling, as stated in the correspondi ng 
sect ion of the paper, is not dependent upon what 
causes the driving electric f i eld. 
R. Huebener: I beli eve the statement of the au-
thors that the h2rmonic signals are not expected 
to show the w-l /l _dependence must be qualified 
somewhat. There i s always a frequency range in 
which the skin effect for the excitation has to be 
taken into account. However, the characteristic 
frlq~ency above which the ski n effect with the 
w- I - dependence is expected for the harmoni c 
signa l s, is only shifted to much higher frequen -
cies. 
Authors: The frequency dependences of the EA 
signal due to the influence of the skin effect, 
piezoelectric coupl ing or heat production due to 
the e l ectron beam irradiation are significant on-
ly beyond a much higher frequency compared to those 
usually used up to now. Therefore it seemed to be 
admissibl e to neglect the influen ces for a quali-
tative comparison of the three coupling mecha-
nisms in SEAM addressed in the paper. 
A.Rosencwai : T~e claim that spatia l resolut ion 
varies as w)- 11 is inc orrect. The thermal-wave 
imaging mechanism involves not . simply the temper-
ature but rather an average of the temperature 
and therefore the frequ ency dependence can be ex-
pected to be more li ke (w)- 1. 
Other complicating i ssues have to do with 
the size of the beam relative to the thermal di f -
fusion length and how far the feature being im-
aged i s from the sample surface . When t he dis-
tance of a feature from the surface and the si ze 
of the beam are both smalle r than the thermal 
diffusi on length the spat ial resolution i s inde-
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pendent of the modulation frequency. 
Authors: Opposite t o the opinion of the reviewer 
the authors cannot argue against experimenf?~ 
evidences whi ch clear ly show the stated w- -
dependence of the image resolut i on between fre-
quencies of 50Hz up to 50MHz for the thermal-wave 
mechanism. 
Assuming the reviewer's suggest ion, the reso-
lu t ion values for all images taken under normal 
exper imental conditions, with feature s up to a-
bout 2µm beneath the surface should be independ-
ent of the modulation frequency, a feat ure being 
against the authors-experience. 
A. Rosencwaig: As far as recombination effects 
on the heat ing ar e concerned, whether this is a 
faster or s l ower process depends on the modula-
tion frequ ency. 
Authors: This is a correct sta tement but it does 
not ca ll i n question the given arguments. The 
maximum of the re le vant freq uency is mainly de-
termine d by the carr ier lifetimes. The frequen-
cies used at present correspond qui te ofte n to 
typ ic al charge carrier life t imes. 
A. Rosencwaig: No resu l ts seem to have been 
presented on metals which are new or refute the 
thermal wave imaging mechanism. 
Authors: This paper represe nt s a more theoreti-
cal treatme nt in which the experimenta l results 
of the authors (together wit h D.G. Davies) are 
combined in order to present the three discussed 
mechanisms. Taking into account the magnetic cou-
pling, too, woul d contradict the thermal couplin g 
even for metals as the only possible mechanism, 
as this does not provide a model for the observed 
magnetic contrasts. 
A. Rosencwaig: The model for a space charge 
effect is certain ly incomplete and overs impli-
fied. When excess carriers undergo recombination 
the only charge remaining is that from the elec-
tron beam. 
Authors: Both the space charge and the heating 
are transients. Therefore it depends on the time 
sca l e which effect becomes dominant. 
A.Rosencwaig: Second harmonic signals can be 
produced very eas il y by over driving the elec-
tronics. This may be the orig in of the author's 
observat ions. At the very l east they should con-
vince the reader that their observed nonlineari-
ties are coming from the sample and are not some 
artifact of their detection and electronics 
system. 
Authors: The quest i on about the orig in of the 
observe d nonlinearitie s has alread y been answered 
extensively in the paper. Detailed measurements 
which definitely prove the given statements are 
presented in the PhD thesis of D.G. Davies. 
